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Getting Started

T  
o get started with this book, you need

 • Access to a computer with an Internet connection

You have studied many examples of other people’s work, as you learned about political research and explored 
techniques of political analysis. These may have included textbook chapters that present frequency distributions, 
or research articles that use cross-tabulation, correlation, or regression analysis to investigate interesting 
relationships between variables. As valuable as these experiences are to your learning, they can be enhanced 
greatly by performing political analysis firsthand: handling and modifying social science datasets, learning to use 
data analysis software, learning to describe variables, setting up appropriate analysis for interesting relationships, 
and finally running the analysis and interpreting your results.

This book guides you as you learn these practical and creative skills. By using R, a powerful data 
analysis software package to analyze research-ready datasets, you learn to obtain and interpret descriptive 
statistics (Chapter 2), to collapse and combine variables (Chapter 3), to perform cross-tabulation and 
mean analysis (Chapter 4), and to control for other factors that might be affecting your results (Chapter 
5). Techniques of statistical inference (Chapters 6 and 7) are also covered. A somewhat more advanced 
section introduces correlation and linear regression (Chapter 8). You learn how to use dummy variables 
and how to model interaction effects in regression analysis (Chapter 9). Chapter 10 provides an 

Functions Introduced Author or Source

ls{base}
search{base}
lib (library {base})
installC (install.packages {utils})

R Development Core Team1

printC (xtable, print.xtable {xtable}) David B. Dahl2

1. The R Development Core Team. (2011). R: A language and environment for statistical computing. Vienna, Austria: Author. 
Retrieved from http://www.R-project.org/

2. Dahl, D. B. (2012). xtable: Export tables to LaTeX or HTML (R package version 1.7–0). Available at http://CRAN.R-project 
.org/package=xtable
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introduction to logistic regression, an analytic technique that has gained wide currency in recent years. 
Chapter 11 shows you how to code your own data, and it provides guidance on writing up your results. 
Virtually every chapter in this book places special emphasis on the graphic display of data, an area of 
increasing interest to the scholarly community.

ABOUT R

What is R? R is a statistical programming environment developed in the public domain and freely available 
through the Internet. The base version of R performs many of the statistical procedures you learn in this book. 
In addition, hundreds of users have written a large number of specialized programs for R, all of which are 
available from the Comprehensive R Archive Network (CRAN), a clearinghouse for R resources of all kinds.3 In 
the world of multifaceted computer software, R is something of a youthful upstart—version 1.0.0 was released 
in early 2000—but its user base has steadily expanded. Indeed, by several measures, such as listserv traffic, blog 
posts, data analysis software used in academic publications, even the number of books written about it, R 
already ranks with (or is ahead of) long-established mainstay programs, including Stata and SPSS.4

R is powerful, flexible, richly supported, increasingly popular, and free. What’s the downside? R is hard; 
the learning curve is steep. The R interface can be described as either retro or primitive, depending on how 
charitable you wish to be. Although a handful of promising graphical user interfaces (GUIs) exist, R’s core 
power is unlocked by the keyboard, not the mouse. (Yes, R is command line.) Because different 
programmers have contributed to R’s development, not all commands adhere to the same syntactical rules. 
Until you get the hang of it, you will find yourself frequently referring to the quick reference guide at the 
beginning of this book. Above all—and subsuming all these challenges—is R’s approach to computing; its 
idea of computing is almost certainly different from any approach you previously learned.

Let’s explore this last point for a moment. What is the typical way that you use a computer to 
accomplish a task, such as writing an essay or checking your e-mail? You open a word processor, create a 
document, save your work under a chosen file name, and then exit—or minimize the document as you 
proceed to other tasks. You might open an e-mail application, scroll and check, create a message, and 
send—perhaps returning to the essay that is waiting inside the word processing program. This is the 
comfortably mundane world of computing that most of us inhabit: opening, entering, creating, saving, and 
exiting.

The R computing experience is completely different—and it takes some getting used to. With R, you do 
not invoke applications and then work on files that reside “inside” the software. Rather, you work “outside,” 
in an environment called a workspace. The workspace does not contain files or applications, at least not as 
we normally think about them. It contains objects. These objects do different things, but they all are equally 
accessible in the workspace, ready to be called on to perform their various roles—no opening, entering, 
creating, saving, or exiting required.

Consider a simple illustration. Suppose you have a spreadsheet containing two columns of numbers, 
column A and column B. You want to create a third column labeled C, which records the sum of A and B: A 
+ B. In the normal, non-R world, you would open the spreadsheet program, write a formula in the formula 
bar—probably along the lines of “C = sum(A,B)”—and run the formula to create the new column. Your 
work completed, you would save and exit. By contrast, in the world of R, you would see two separate objects 
in the workspace, the spreadsheet and the formula. Although their names might hint at their different 
characters—perhaps the spreadsheet is named “data1” and the formula is named “SumCol”—they have 
separate identities. In the idiom of R, the spreadsheet object is a data frame and the formula object is a 
function. Functions operate on data frames. Functions are generic; that is, they are meant to be used in a 
wide range of similar, but not identical, tasks. For example, the function, SumCol, might be designed to sum 
two, three, four, or any number of columns in any data frame. To get SumCol to sum columns A and B in 
data1 and create a new column, C, you might type something like “data1$C = SumCol(data1, A, B)”. To sum 
three columns in a different data frame, “data2,” you could enlist SumCol again: “data2$Z = SumCol(data2, 

3. Refer to http://cran.r-project.org/

4. Muenchen, R. A. (2012). The popularity of data analysis software. Analyzing the world of analytics. Retrieved from http://
r4stats.com/articles/popularity/
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L, X, Y)”. (The “$” operator, an essential aspect of R notation, tells R exactly where to find the variable you 
want to analyze. The expression, “data2$Z,” tells R: “Look in data2, where you will find column Z.”) Of 
course, R permits you to view the contents of any object, like data1, but you never “open” data1 to analyze 
it. Rather, you use functions to operate on data1 from the outside.

INSTALLING R AND DOWNLOADING THE R COMPANION WORKSPACE

The preceding hypothetical example captures the essence of R, but, of course, there is no substitute for learning 
the real thing. First, we will go to the CRAN web site, http://cran.r-project.org, and download and install R. 
Second, we will visit http://college.cqpress.com/sites/pollock-data and download the R Companion workspace. 
Then we can begin the hands on experience of navigating the workspace and seeing how R thinks and behaves.

To install R, go to the CRAN web site, http://cran.r-project.org, and follow these steps, illustrated in 
Figure 1.1:

1. Open http://cran.r-project.org/. In the Download and Install R panel, click the link for your 
operating system: Windows or Mac.

2. For Windows: Click base, opening the main download window. Click the download link.
 For Mac: Click the link for latest version.

Figure 1.1 Downloading R

Source: Based on Field, A., Miles, J., & Field, Z. (2012). Discovering statistics using R. London, UK: Sage, Figure 3.3, p. 65.

R for Windows
R for Mac

Follow normal installation 
procedures for your operating 
system. 
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3. Follow normal installation procedures. Click through the installation dialogs. Accept the default 
settings. Note to Windows users: the Windows installer should determine whether to install the 
32-bit or the 64-bit version of R. However, if you need to determine your machine’s bit count, find 
help here: http://support.microsoft.com/kb/827218

After R is installed, navigate to the R Companion workspace download site:

http://college.cqpress.com/sites/pollock-data

You can download the workspace by right-clicking on the R Companion link, selecting “Save target as” or “Save 
link as” (depending on your browser), and then choosing a desired download location on your computer. (Detailed 
download instructions are available on the workspace download site.) After the R Companion workspace 
downloads, click to the directory that contains the workspace. (See Figure 1.2.) To launch R and load the workspace, 
double-click on the R Companion icon. R starts and the R console appears (Figure 1.3). Welcome to the workspace.

Figure 1.2 The R Companion Workspace

Figure 1.3 R Console

What objects are contained in the R Companion workspace? The list function, ls( ), typed just as you see it 
here (with empty parentheses) reveals which objects are currently in the workspace. To explore the workspace, 
type ‘ls( )’ on the command line and press Enter:
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The circled objects are the four datasets that you will analyze: gss, nes, states, and world. (For a detailed 
description of the datasets, see Box 1.1.) The workspace also contains a number of local functions, provided by 
the author to help you analyze the data. Two specialized functions—those enclosed in boxes: installC and lib—are 
of immediate relevance. The installC function installs the packages you use in this book. After the packages are 
installed, the lib function loads the packages for use in the workspace.

The R Companion workspace has four datasets. 

1. gss. This dataset has selected variables from the 2008 General Social Survey, a random sample of 2,023 adults aged 
18 years or older, conducted by the National Opinion Research Center and made available through the Interuniversity 
Consortium for Political and Social Research (ICPSR) at the University of Michigan.1 Some of the scales in gss were 
constructed by the author. These constructed variables are described in the appendix (Table A-1).

2. nes. This dataset includes selected variables from the 2008 National Election Study, a random sample of 2,323 
citizens of voting age, conducted by the University of Michigan’s Institute for Social Research and made available 
through ICPSR.2 See the appendix (Table A-4).

3. states. This dataset includes variables on each of the 50 states. Most of these variables were compiled by the author 
from various sources. A complete description of states is found in the appendix (Table A-2).

4. world. This dataset includes variables on 191 countries of the world. These variables are based on data compiled by 
Pippa Norris, John F. Kennedy School of Government, Harvard University, and made available to the scholarly 
community through her Internet site.3 A complete description of world appears in the appendix (Table A-3).

To see the names of variables contained in the datasets, use the names function. For example, the following command 
will return the names of all the variables in the world dataset.

Box 1.1 The R Companion Datasets

(Continued)
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Perform these steps, as illustrated in Figure 1.4:

A Special Note on Weights

The states and world datasets are unweighted. In analyzing unweighted data, you do not need to adjust for sampling bias, 
because each state or country is equally and adequately represented in the dataset. For example, to calculate the average 
percentage of women in parliaments of the world (recorded in the variable, world$women09), you would ask R to sum the 
percentages for each country and divide by the number of countries. 

By contrast, the gss and nes datasets must be weighted. Why is this? In unweighted form, these datasets contain 
sampling bias—that is, some groups are over- or underrepresented when compared with the overall population of adults. So, 
for example, if you wanted to calculate the average age of respondents in the nes dataset, the unweighted average would 
be distorted, because not all age groups are equally and adequately represented in the dataset. To correct for this bias, 
survey designers provide sampling weights. Therefore, in order to obtain accurate results from the two survey datasets, gss 
and nes, you need to weight your analyses by the appropriate sampling weight. For nes, the weight variable is nes$wt; for 
gss, it is gss$wtss. 

Most of the base R functions do not permit sampling weights. Fortunately, the extra packages you installed in this 
chapter contain procedures that can be used with weighted data (such as gss and nes) or unweighted data (states and 
world). On rare occasion, however, you will learn separate procedures, one for weighted data and one for unweighted data.

1. GSS2008 was created from the General Social Surveys 1972–2008 Cumulative Data File. James A. Davis, Tom W. Smith, and Peter V. 
Marsden. General Social Surveys, 1972–2008 [Cumulative File] [Computer file]. ICPSR25962-v2. Chicago: Storrs, CT: Roper Center for Public 
Opinion Research, University of Connecticut/Ann Arbor, MI: Inter-university Consortium for Political and Social Research [distributors], 2010-
02-08. doi:10.3886/ICPSR25962.

2. The American National Election Studies (ANES; www.electionstudies.org). The ANES 2008 Time Series Study [dataset]. Stanford University 
and the University of Michigan [producers]. These materials are based on work supported by the National Science Foundation under grants 
SES-0535334, SES-0720428, SES-0840550, and SES-0651271, Stanford University, and the University of Michigan.

3. See www.pippanorris.com

(Continued)

Figure 1.4 Installing Packages with ‘installC( )’

1. Type ‘installC( )’, 
including the empty 
parentheses.

2. Select a CRAN 
mirror download site. 
Your selection will 
remain in effect for 
your current R session.
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1. At the R prompt, type: ‘installC()’. Make sure you include the empty parentheses, ‘( )’.
2. R asks you to choose a CRAN download site (see Figure 1.4). Select a site in your geographic region, 

and click OK. R installs the packages. All required packages are now installed on your computer, and 
you do not need to reinstall them.

 However, to use the packages, you must load them. Therefore, perform this additional step:

3. Type ‘lib()’. R loads the installed packages and makes them ready for use.

Now is a good time to learn a convention of this book. Each time that you load the R Companion 
workspace, you need to run ‘lib()’. All right, now all the required packages are installed and loaded.

CHECKLIST

Pause for a moment to review a checklist of all the setup steps taken so far in this chapter.

 • Go to the CRAN site, http://cran.r-project.org. Install R. 
 • Navigate to http://college.cqpress.com/sites/pollock-data. Download the R Companion workspace. 
 • Click to the directory on your computer that contains the R Companion workspace. Open the  

workspace.
 • Type ‘installC ( )’ at the prompt. Select a CRAN mirror site. R installs the required packages.
 • Type ‘lib( )’ at the prompt. R loads the required packages.
 • Remember to follow this workbook rule: You will need to run `lib ( )’ each time you open a new 

session using the R Companion workspace.

RUNNING SCRIPTS

In this book, you create, run, and save scripts. Scripts are R syntax files that facilitate your analyses and allow you 
to re-create your work product. In this section, you write a script file and perform a simple task. In the next 
section, you write a script to address a more challenging problem.

Click FileNew script, as shown in Figure 1.5. The unassuming R script editor or R Editor appears. 
Throughout this book, you type statements in the editor and then submit them to R. To demonstrate, 
click in the script editor and type a couple of lines. On the first line, type ‘ls()’, press Enter to go to the 
next line, and then type ‘search()’ on the next line. (The search function tells you which packages are 
available along the search path.) To submit both commands at once, select both lines, right-click on the 
selection, and click on the Run line or selection. (See Figure 1.5.) Alternatively, you can run lines one at 
a time by clicking on the line and pressing Ctrl-r. R then runs the line and advances the cursor to the 
next line.

Before continuing, save the script. Make sure that the cursor is anywhere in the script file, and press 
Ctrl-s, keyboard shorthand for save, as shown in Figure 1.6. R opens the working directory, which is the 
same directory containing the R Companion workspace. Give the script a descriptive filename, such as 
‘Chapter_1.R’. Note: Make sure to type the entire filename, including the .R extension. Keep the script file 
open for the remainder of the chapter, resaving as needed.
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MANAGING R OUTPUT: GRAPHICS AND TEXT

For practically all of the examples and exercises in this book, you will produce and interpret text output—
frequency distributions, cross-tabulations, tables of regression coefficients, and so on. Quite often, you will want 
to create an accompanying graph or chart, such as a mosaic plot or scattergram. R graphics are remarkably easy 
to work with: Create them, print them, or copy/paste them into a document, such as a Word document. By 
contrast, nicely formatted text requires a bit more work.

To illustrate, we use the freq command (from the descr package) to obtain a frequency distribution 
(text) and bar chart (graphic) of nes$partyid7, a measure of party identification. As noted in Box 1.1, the 
nes dataset needs to be weighted, so we include the weight variable, nes$wt, in the freq command. (Chapter 
2 covers the freq command in detail.) At the prompt or in the script file, type and run: 

‘freq(nes$partyid7,nes$wt)’.

The term ‘nes$partyid7’ means: “Look 
in dataset nes, where you will find the 
variable, partyid7.”

Figure 1.5 Opening, Writing, and Running a Script

2. Type ‘ls()’ and ‘search()’ on separate 
lines. Select both lines with the mouse, then 
right-click on the selection. Click Run line or 
selection. R executes the commands.

1. Click File→New script. R opens the R Editor.

To run lines one at a time, click on the line and press Ctrl-r. R will 
run the line and automatically advance the cursor to the next line.
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Consider the results (Figure 1.7). As you can see, R sent the graph, a bar chart of nes$partyid7, to a separate 
device, which occupies its own window. You can right-click on the graph, copy or save in a desired format, or 
print it directly. Not too much to it. An editable version of the console’s frequency distribution, on the other 
hand, requires a few additional steps.

Figure 1.6 Saving a Script File

1. With the cursor in the script file, press 
Ctrl-s. R opens the working directory.

2. In File name, type 
‘Chapter_1.R’. Make sure 
to type the .R extension. 

Figure 1.7 R Text and Graphic Output

2. R produces text output in the 
console. R sends graphic output 
to a separate graphics window.

3. Right-click on the graph. Copy 
it to the clipboard in a desired 
format, or send the graph directly 
to the printer.

1. In the script window or at the prompt, type 
and run: ‘freq(nes$partyid7,nes$wt)’.
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A workspace function, printC (based on xtable and print.xtable from the xtable package), exports R tabular 
output as .html files. These files can subsequently be opened in a web browser, copy/pasted into a document file 
such as Word, and then edited for appearance and readability. The printC function creates an .html file, named 
“Table.Output.html,” that will be the repository for all the tables you wish to export, edit, and print. To run 
printC, insert the desired command within printC’s parentheses:

This statement quietly exports the frequency distribution to Table.Output.html in the working directory 
(Figure 1.8). Figure 1.8 illustrates how to open the file, select/copy it, and paste it into a Word document. (Hint: 
When selecting the table in the browser, make sure to select the table border, as well as the text inside the table.) 
Figure 1.8 shows the raw html table in Word, plus an edited version. To be sure, this is a bit labor intensive, but 
the result is quite presentable.

Figure 1.8 Obtaining an Editable Table

1. Open Table.Output.
2. Select/copy the file. 
When selecting the file, 
make sure to begin the 
selection outside the 
border of the table.

3. When you paste 
the table into Word, it 
looks like this.

4. After editing in Word, 
it looks like this.

GETTING HELP

To obtain information on a function from a package that is installed and loaded, type ‘?function.name’ at the 
prompt. For example, if you want to know more about the freq function, type: ‘?freq’. Because the descr package 
is loaded, R will show the R documentation for freq:
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EXERCISES

1. Box 1.1 described the names function. Use the names function to find out which variables are contained in 
the states dataset. Which of the following variables are in the states dataset? (Check all that apply)

�� cigarettes

�� gunlaw.scale

�� partyid3

�� attend.pct

�� denom

�� rep.therm

2. Which of the following uses correct form in telling R where to locate the variable named gini08 in the world 
dataset?

�� gini08

�� gini08$world

��world$gini08

Double question marks, ‘??function. name’, extend the scope of the inquiry:

R documentation is highly technical, and honestly not always helpful for beginners. Fortunately, you can also 
find R-related help on the Internet. A particularly accessible source is Quick-R, at http://www.statmethods.net/, 
which was created by Robert I. Kabacoff.

Before moving on to the exercises, save the workspace image. Click FileSave Workspace. Select R_
Companion and click Save. In the Confirm Save window, click Yes.

Function name {package 
name}.

Correct syntax and usage.

R searches the string for related topics and functions.
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3. The states dataset contains abortlaw, the number of restrictions that each state puts on access to an abortion. 
Values range from 0 (no restrictions) to 10 (ten restrictions). Use the freq command to obtain a frequency 
distribution and bar chart. (Hint: The states dataset does not require weighting, so you do not need to include 
a weight variable in the freq expression.)

A. Print the graph.

B. Following this chapter’s printC example, create a nicely formatted table of the abortlaw frequency distribution in 
a document file, such as Word. When you edit the table in your word processor, give it this title: “Number of 
Abortion Restrictions.” Print the formatted table.

4. Each time you start an R session using the R Companion workspace, you must type and run which one of the 
following expressions? (Check one)

��‘installC( )’

��‘printC’

��‘lib( )’ 
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